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Grease is indeed “the word”. I know all who saw
the show will agree the performance was simply
exceptional. It was wonderful to see so many
enthusiastic students, so many indeed that at times
the whole cast simply could not fit on the stage and
great use was made in front of the seating!

Working in partnership with Thames
Valley Police

The school year concludes
Dear Parents/Carers,
We come once again to the end of the year and we
conclude as ever with a rich array of special events.
In the last few weeks of term alone we have had
another glamorous Prom, our Wilderness Trip to
Kenya departed and enjoyed the inspirational guest
at our annual Presentation Evening. All these
events are testament to the gracious hard work and
commitment of staff and extraordinary range of
talent, interests and enthusiasm of our students.

New Deputy Head
I am delighted to announce the promotion of Mr
Blyth to Deputy Headteacher. Mr Blyth will begin
his new role from September. He will be well
known to many families with his oversight of
students’ transition from primary school and will be
retaining as a central part of his role, pastoral care
and oversight across the school.

“Grease is the
word…”

In recent months, we have been delighted to hold
discussions with Thames Valley Police to deepen our
community work. You may or may not be aware that
over time and across the country there is a move
from Local Police Stations to more centralised
facilities. As you will appreciate this is much to do
with careful management of money (something both
parties have in common!).
This summer the Local Wokingham Police station will
be closing and Loddon Valley will become the main
station for the area. This is a pattern of change that
is
replicated
elsewhere
across
the
country. Neighbourhood policing continues to be a
priority to Thames Valley as with all forces. As such,
this Force is seeking opportunities to stay embedded
in the local community and preserve as much local
presence as possible. A developing common practice
across the country, is for Forces to work in
partnership with other local community bodies by
hosting “Neighbourhood Police Offices”.
These
facilities are rooms put aside for Officers to “rest/
refresh” and complete small administrative tasks
rather than losing time by travelling back to the main
station. For the Police this allows greater time spent
in the community they serve and the mutual benefit
opportunities of residing with local facilities such as
churches, youth centres and schools.
As you can imagine St. Crispin’s being so centrally
placed in Wokingham is a natural candidate to host a
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“Neighbourhood Police Office.” Indeed as a school,
we are keen to host our local Neighbourhood
Officers. We have identified a space that would be
ideal for such an office and hosting would mean
that we would have Officer(s) parked and/or visiting
the site 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Whilst it is
wonderful that our site is easily accessible for
community activity it does regretfully, make us
especially vulnerable to unwelcome visits during the
small hours and over the weekend. The advantage
of this added level of presence on site especially
outside of the school day would be hugely
advantageous. Another benefit of hosting an office
such as this is that it will provide our school with a
small scale but significant capital improvement
investment from the Police as well as an annual
service charge (every penny counts!).
To be clear the school for obvious reasons would
never be used for any other purpose outside of the
activities already mentioned and there would be no
signage to identify the office that might warrant
members of the public visiting. Like all new
arrangements, the hosting of the office will be
under review and scrutiny of our Local
Advisors. Since we are a school deeply rooted in
our local community, it feels right and a very good
thing that we work together in this way.

Additional “INSIGHT”
As
parents
and
carers
will know, our
“INSIGHT” on
line
programme
allows
parents and carers to see a range of school
information regarding students’ performance in
school. From the new academic year we are rolling
out additional features on this system which will
now allow students themselves to see their own

attendance, school
examinations.

reports,

timetable

and

Summer 2018 results
This summer students in Year 11 will be awarded
reformed GCSEs. This cohort are the first to sit
nearly all reformed GCSE qualifications (with the
exception of Technology and Business Studies) this
means results in these subjects will be graded from 9
to 1, with a grade 9 being the highest outcome and a
grade 4 broadly similar to a C pass from previous
years. The DfE announced earlier this year a grade 4
would be known as a “standard pass” and a grade 5
as a “strong pass”. Although the reformed GCSEs
are substantially harder and broader in content I
have no doubt our excellent Year 11 will have a set
of results for which they will be rightly proud.

St Crispin’s website
During this term Local Advisors with school staff have
refreshed St. Crispin’s School Behaviour Policy which
can be found on the school website - https://
bit.ly/2KSidyX
The policy sets for our parents and students our
expectation of standards of behaviour as well as how
students can be rightly rewarded or when sanctions
may be warranted.

Thank you to the PTA and use of
voluntary contributions
I wanted at the conclusion
of the school year to write
my sincere thanks to all
members of the PTA, led so
brilliantly by Natalie Addy,
with
many
parents’
contributions to the school.
The money raised by the
PTA, as well as the regular
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voluntary contributions by parents, really does
make a difference to our school’s environment for
students. This year we will be using the money
raised to refurbish the Computing Block and the
much welcomed extension of a winter recreation
area for basketball.
It would be hard to
overestimate the difference this contribution makes
to improve our school and how appreciative we are
of the hard work behind such generous
contributions.

Retirement

very kindest and thoughtful of men. However,
perhaps this letter from a student who wrote to us
encapsulates the impact Mr Patterson has had.

“I thought you all might like to know that I recently
graduated from the University of Bath with a first
class honours Master of Mathematics degree.
During the graduation ceremony, we were asked to
have a silent moment of reflection about everyone
who helped us get to where we are today, and I
thought about all the support and guidance I have
received from all my different teachers through the
years, but especially Mr Patterson. I just wanted to
thank you Mr Patterson for everything you did for
me during my time in secondary school and sixth
form: it's helped shape the person I am today, and I
am very grateful for that.”
All at St. Crispin’s wish Mr Patterson the happiest and
healthiest retirement.

September 2018

At the end of this academic year, and after 27 years
of service to St. Crispin’s, Mr Win Patterson retires.
In tribute to Mr Patterson’s service as Deputy
Headteacher for over 18 years I want to share what
a significant contribution he has made to St.
Crispin’s and publically acknowledge his wise
counsel, his people-centred approach and his day to
day exacting management of the school. Mr
Patterson is a highly professional man with the very
highest of standards.
Over the years, he has led on every major function
of the school from leading our pastoral work to
writing the timetable and latterly having the
strategic leadership our Sixth Form. He even shared
the Headship of St. Crispin’s between Mr Biddle’s
retirement and my own appointment.
To me
personally Mr Patterson made my transition and
induction to the school seamless. He is at base the

As you will know, and as
I set out in my letter to
all parents and carers
earlier in the year
(please click here to
view), our school day is
slightly altered next
year.
This means the school
day will end at 3pm and
the school buses will
depart at 3.10pm.
Finally, all that remains is to wish all our students and
families a very happy and enjoyable summer.
Our last day is Friday 20thJuly with students finishing
from 12pm with all students returning to school on
Wednesday 5th September.
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Pond life

Wednesday 5th September – Start of term for
students
Please note the following for the first day of term
arrangements:
Year
Group
7

Arrive
at
8.30am

On arrival to
go to…
Main Hall

Assembly

11

9.15am

Tutor Group

8.30am (Main
Hall)
9.30am (Main

10

9.15am

Tutor Group

10.00am

8

9.15am

Tutor Group

10.00am

9

9.15am

Tutor Group

10.30am
Above: Our science pond with edges re-established,
algae removed and plants ‘tidied up’

Year
Group
12

Arrive
at
8.30am

On arrival to
go to…
Sixth Form
Atrium

Assembly
8.30am (Sixth
Form Atrium)

13

9.30am

Sixth Form
Atrium

9.30am (Sixth
Form Atrium)

All lessons will start at 11.15am (period 3).
Ginny Rhodes
Headteacher

In April this year, the last of the workmen left the
school site and the science technicians started the
rejuvenation of the school pond. Firstly, we had
to rebuild and reinforce the pond edges. Then
while Elaine and Magda lifted out all the pots and
cut back the variegated irises, hedge hyssop and
reed mace, Chris and James removed as much
algae and debris as they could.
Three weeks later the pond started to perk up and
now we have a wonderful biodiversity area
teeming with life ready for the students to
observe, record and enjoy.
We have well established water lilies, with pond
covering pads and
beautiful
crimson
flowers and a striped
rush in the centre.
On the furthest side,
there are variegated
yellow irises, reed
mace, water hawthorn
and hedge hyssop,
which are beginning to
grow and flower.
Magda
Brooks,
Science Technician

School news
Grease is the word, is the word that
you heard… around St Crispin’s
School this summer term.
Last year’s Sweeney Todd was a hard
act to follow, however Grease was a
refreshing change of pace and tone –
it was time the Drama and Music
Department did something a little
more light-hearted and, yes, fun! The
larger-than-life
stereotypical
characters were a joy in rehearsal
and a credit to our cast who
successfully
explored
more
exaggerated
characterisations. Grease, however, was by no
means just mindless entertainment, there were a
plethora of interesting themes; namely peer
pressure, friendship, teen pregnancy and
burgeoning relationships.
Although Grease is somewhat of a household name
in the world of musicals, this year’s production
wasn’t without its challenges. The 1959 show
included the hit songs, Born to Hand Jive, We Go
Together, Greased Lightning and the list goes on.
The Drama and Music Departments, never one to
shy away from a challenge, enlisted the help of exstudent and Performing Arts graduate, Kiera Gilbey
to
choreograph
explosive
numbers
that
incorporated a substantial cast
of over 100 students. The
talented Holly Herrington and
Aimee Randall, currently Year 10
pupils, also contributed some
excellent choreography for We
Go Together and Born to Hand
Jive – we hope you celebrated
this amazing achievement with
rapturous applause on the

performance nights.
A particularly stand out moment this
year had to be the classic ‘Summer
Nights’, the famous duet between
Danny and Sandy. Using split stage,
impressive lighting and whimsical
choreography adding storytelling,
character and humour, became a scene
full of energy and excitement. A
mention must also go to all the
principle boys and dancers for their
sterling efforts in ‘Greased Lightning’; a
high energy song where the boys really stepped up
and impressed us with their co-ordination and
dancing prowess. A huge congratulations to the
school band for putting together a rock n roll sound
as a perfect back drop to those big skirts and
greased quiffs.
We would like to thank all those of you who have
shown your support, no matter how small. We hope
you enjoyed ‘Grease’ seeing students from Year 7 to
Year 13 putting in
some show stopping
performances!
The
Drama and Music
Departments are very
proud indeed!

Helta Skelta out in the community
On 30th June, two St.
Crispin’s students from
Years 10 & 11, played at
Westende Family Fun
Day, performing songs
from their upcoming EP,
such as 'Blackout' and
'Love, Lie', alongside
covers such as Sweet Dreams by the Eurythmics, I
Dare You by the XX, and more across a range of
genres. As a band, Helta Skelta have recently
performed at venues around Bracknell (including
The Acoustic Couch), Binfield, Brighton, Windsor
and many other locations. These students both
contribute to music at St. Crispin’s, and are happy
to say they have been encouraged creatively in
their years at the school. Charlotte Stokes, 10NRO

Music news
Choir tour of Dorset

Year 10 Music Recital

With performances at St Luke’s Parkstone,
Christchurch Priory and St Mary’s Brownsea all
firmly in the diary, the Chamber Choir departs for
Dorset on 19th July for their summer tour.
As in previous years, we are holding a pre-tour
concert at the end of term; a chance for the choir to
celebrate this year’s work in an informal setting
and, of course, to share the music we have been
learning with friends and family at home.
All are warmly invited to join us for this event in the
Lecture Theatre on Tuesday 17th July, starting at
5.30pm. The performance will last about an hour
and entrance is free. Mr Nicholas Wolstencroft,
Head of Music

On Thursday 17th May the Year 10 GCSE music class
held a recital showcasing the talents of the Year 10
Music GCSE students. Every performance was wildly
different, ranging from works by the likes of J.S.
Bach to Ed Sheeran, on instruments from the french
horn to the drums.
While each and every performance was great, a few
that were particularly striking were Dominic
Graham’s rendition of ‘Waltz in A flat’ by Brahms, in
which he displayed his excellent technical skills on
the piano; Charlotte Gulliford and Emily Towler’s
beautiful duet of ‘Say Something’; and Charlotte
Stokes’ ‘Let It Go’ by James Bay (a superb
performance that proved her amazing ability on the
guitar perfectly accompanied her own singing).
One performance I found particularly captivating
was Amy Wilding’s rendition of ‘On My Own’
from Les Misérables which, as always, was very
emotional and beautifully sung.
As a performer, I found it a great opportunity to
work on my skills and give myself a goal to work
towards, and to improve my ability to perform in
front of others. It was also just really great to see
how talented everyone in our class is, especially with
such a range of instruments.
Although it only lasted for 45 minutes, this recital to
friends and family was very enjoyable and
memorable, and I hope that next year we can have
the opportunity to showcase our talents again, to
see how far we’ve come within the year.
Thistlerose Longson, 10IN

Year 13 Music Recital
On 24th April, the Year 13 Music students got suited
and booted for an early evening recital in the
Lecture Theatre. Not only was it a chance for us all
to showcase the performances we had been
working on, but also an opportunity to benefit from
an extra recording which could go towards the
performance element worth up to 35% of our A
Level mark.
The evening was filled with a range of music from
musical theatre and jazz to classical pieces on the
violin and piano. Each student performed up to 10
minutes’ worth of music; all good practice for our
recordings, as well as a nice opportunity to share
our work with friends and family. All performances
were entirely made up of students as the
accompanist was Niall Casserly; also one of our
number. It was a lovely evening which was
appreciated and enjoyed by staff, students and
parents. Patrick Riley, 13KW

Below: Year 13 Music students

School news
Disney Sports Tour
The PE Department’s Annual Sport Tour this year
was to Disneyland Paris during the Easter
holidays. We took 105 students to play in an
International festival of football and netball. The
tour consisted of 3 days of sports competitions with
some time in the Disney parks either before or after
the sports competitions.
The students had a successful tournament with two
netball teams (Year 8 and Year 9/10) getting through
to their respective finals and the Year 8 team
winning the final in their age group. The five boys’
teams had some tough matches but the Year 10
team also managed to get through to the final, losing
on penalties to a French local team.
In the Disney Parks the students were able to
experience the thrill of the roller coasters and the
fantasy of the Disney parades. They also liked to
drag the teachers onto the thrilling rides just to see
the expression on their faces in the photos after the

Year 9

Year 10 Team C

Year 10

ride had ended.
A great trip was had by all, we are looking forward to
the Ski Trip that is planned for next year.
Mrs Pedder, Head of Girls’ PE
I really enjoyed the sports trip because we got to
play a lot of netball. We did really well in the
tournament and came 2nd overall losing by one goal
in the final. We were really proud of ourselves as we
don’t normally play together as a team when we are
at school. We got coaching from professional
netball players, which really helped us in the final as
we could use some of our new skills to help us
win. We had lots of time in the park to go on the
rides. These were really good fun made more fun
because we got to share it with our friends. The
cabins were also really good because we had lots of
space to spread out and we got free time to spend
with friends. Freya Engel 10IN

Year 10 Team D
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Year 10 Team E

Year 10 Team B

Year 8

Fundraising by Year 8
Tutor group 8NF would like to thank
all those people who kindly donated
their old mobile phones last term.
We sent off over 100 hundred
phones to Army of Angels, which
raised £135.80. Many thanks.
Mrs Fosker, Teacher of Maths

Japanese and Mandarin Masterclass
On 2nd July, a group of Year
8s were chosen to visit
Wellington College in order to
take a masterclass in either
Japanese or Mandarin. The
day consisted of three periods
and two breaks.
The students who took a
masterclass on Japanese
spent the first two periods
learning how to speak the
basics of Japanese, such as the
numbers from one to ninetynine and how to introduce
themselves. They then spent
the third period studying
Japanese
culture.
This
consisted of trying on some
traditional
kimonos
and
watching a demonstration of a
Japanese fan dance.
Those who chose to partake in
the mandarin masterclass
learnt
greetings,
selfintroduction and numbers
from 1-10. During the second
period, they revised the
numbers and learnt a song in
order to remember them. In
the
third
period,
they
practised
some
Chinese
calligraphy.
Jenna Thomas said ‘We found
the Mandarin master class
truly eye
opening
and
inspiring. The teachers were
clear and precise in everything
they taught us and made sure that, despite the fact that many
students on the master class hadn’t met before, we all felt welcome.
This created a very safe and beneficial learning environment for us.
After the jam packed day, we understand the basics and the logic of
our chosen language. We really enjoyed the day and would
definitely recommend it to the future Year 8s.’
Frank Selby 8CBR with assistance from Jenna Thomas, 8NB and
Ben Dyson 8CBR

School news
The Technology Department held their annual GCSE
Technology Exhibition on Thursday 28th June, luckily
before the football!
It is always a pleasure to showcase the work produced by
our talented GCSE students and this year was no exception.
We had a great turn out and it was lovely to see our
students proudly showing off their work to their parents.
Well done to all!

Technology Exhibition

Maths Inspiration Day
On Friday 6th July 2018, me and a few other
students from St. Crispin’s attended a Maths
Inspiration Day at Weydon School in Farnham. We
had a few different sessions that day and with each
we were given something to solve using maths.
The activities given to us included: figuring out the
height of a tower, testing to see if Pythagoras
theorem worked with any other shapes other than
squares, figuring out how a card trick worked, and
lastly, working out the amount of medicine needed
for a flu epidemic.
Personally, what I found the most fun was the
magic card trick and the Pythagoras theorem
session. This may have been because I wasn’t as
well acquainted with my groups in the other two

sessions,
where
everyone
was a bit
shy.
All
the
sessions
themselves though were all very interesting and the
problems were fun and challenging to work out.
Overall, I think that this event did challenge my
abilities and I had learnt some new things.
I also got to meet new people and have fun. I would
definitely attend this again.
Kate Walsh 10ETA

STEM news
Evendons STEM Day

Robotics and Coding Club

A group of students from St. Crispin’s School
designed and made a range of activities based on
the popular novel Alice in Wonderland to
support Evendons Primary School STEM day.
The primary students had the opportunity to
take part in robotics challenges and rescue Alice
from the Queen.

The new Scalextric from 3M is proving a big hit with the
Robotic and Coding Club. Students have worked hard
fixing cars and setting up the tracks.
The new 4Tronix cars which are programmed using the
BBC MICRO:BIT were put through their paces by the
Robotics club this term.

Robotics Club
Years 7-9 in DT3
Thursdays—
4.15pm

The Technology Department are also supporting
our local primary schools with STEM activities
which are sponsored by Royal Academy of
Engineering and the Royal Air Force.
The boxes given to the schools, include over 10
activities which are all linked to the RAF. Mrs
Beglin, below, Teacher of Technology

STEM news

On Friday 7th June a group of Year 7 girls had the
opportunity to take part in a workshop hosted by
3M in Bracknell.
The workshop was designed to allow these students
to experience ways in which STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering and Maths) based subjects
are applied in the real world.
During the day students were also able to hear from
people who work in STEM industries, from

graduates
to
experienced
engineers and find
out
first-hand
what it means to
work in this field.
A great day was
had by all.
Mrs Beglin, Teacher of Technology

Maths Challenge
St. Crispin’s entered a total of 38 students across Year 7 & Year 8 into
the UKMT Junior Maths Challenge and 21 students received a
certificate.
Only the top 40% of all students entered across the country receive a
bronze, silver or gold certificate so it’s fantastic that so many of our
students received one.
The top spots were taken by U Arain, K Dawes, L Brittain, W
Brotherton and B Dyson who all received a coveted Gold certificate,
being part of the top 6% of students across the country to achieve
this.
B Dyson also made it through to the Junior Kangaroo. Special mention
also to H Thacker who scored the best in Year 7 and a Silver
certificate.
A huge well done to all 38 students that were chosen to take part in
the challenge! Miss Emma Taylor, Teacher of Maths

Year 7 news
Warwick Castle
Year 7 visited Warwick Castle on trips day this
term. When we first entered the castle, we went
to watch them fire the trebuchet and they also
told us how they did it. After that we watched a
bowman fire the bow and tell us some
facts. The bowmen earned 6p a day and even
though it seems low it was the highest anyone
could earn if you were a villain.
Then we watched a bird of prey show. We then
entered the main castle where we looked
around and saw the key people who ruled the
castle. We went up a tower and walked around
the walls. Finally we went into the wax work
rooms. It was a really fun, hot day!
Emre Mert, 7CCO
On 4th July we went to Warwick Castle for trips
day. It was a fun, enjoyable and educational trip.
We learned a lot after watching the trebuchet
and exploring the castle.
The birds of prey were amazing when they flew
low over unexpecting heads, especially in the
sun. We saw the history of the castle before our
eyes and watched how it evolved.
Isabel and Charlotte
The Warwick Castle trip was educational and
fun. We had a very inspirational trip and many
people enjoyed it very much. Lots of students
enjoyed watching the catapult in action and
climbing to the top of the castle.
It was an amazing experience and we thank all
the people who work at Warwick Castle for
giving
us
this
extraordinary day.
Layla Holms, 7ESO
Warwick Castle was
very interesting and
you learnt a lot about
history. It fitted in with
the topic in lessons and
it helped a lot with our
project.
Victoria Mudd 7LSS

Warwick Castle was really interesting as we got to
see them fire a trebuchet.
James Barker-Lopez 7LSS
I think my experience here was the best trip I have
EVER had. My favourite was the maze because I had
funny people in my team.
Olivia Woodford 7LSS

Warwick Castle was great as we got to see the
trebuchet launch a rock extremely far.
Isaac Hawke 7LSS
The Warwick Castle trip was amazing because we
went to the tallest part of the castle, then the great
hall and we all saw the trebuchet. We could all feel
the vibration when the rock hit the ground.
Tyler Lane 7LSS
Warwick Castle was
amazing! The trebuchet
was cool and the archery
guy was really good with
a bow and arrow (pretty
good anyway).
The birds of prey were
amazing. Climbing up
the 1000 steps of the
tower wasn’t so good
but the view was
amazing at the top!
Thomas

Year 7 & 8 news
Harry Potter Studio Tour

On 9th July, a group of 50 Year 7 and 8s were invited
to go on a visit to the Harry Potter studios to
experience Art and Design in the film industry.
Students were chosen based on their achievement
over the past year in Art, but also if they have
demonstrated exceptional effort and enthusiasm
for the subject.
They were provided with their own sketchbooks to
fill throughout the trip. The day consisted of
students being immersed in the real sets, costumes,
concept art, models and animatronics that made
the visuals of the films as magical as they were!
They learnt about how creative ideas are realised
through planning and development stages and

were able to experience
green screen technology
with broomstick rides!
The day was heavily
focussed on students
compiling a series of
sketches
and
observational studies of
various parts of the tour.
The group loved the
experience, and produced some brilliant art work.
It was a memorable day with all students being a
credit to the school.
Mrs Barnby, Teacher of Art and Photography

Year 7 news
Teambuilding weekend to Whitemoor Lakes

We spent three hours on a bus travelling north to
Whitemoor Lakes in Lichfield, then when we
arrived we put our bags in the hall and did our first
activity, which was games. We threw a ball around
and had lots of fun. My favourite part of the
weekend was canoeing because we got to jump in a
lot and at the end we were allowed to slide down a
turned up canoe it was really fun.

The activities were
very exhilarating. It
helped me
to
overcome
my
fears.
Christopher
Valdambrini 7LSS

Ewan Ormiston 7JMU

I loved the team
building because it
was very enjoyable
as we got to make
stronger friends.
Isaac Hawke 7LSS

The team building trip was really fun and
adventurous. We did many activities such as high
ropes, zip wire, climbing, challenge course and
other things. Canoeing was my favourite because
we got to dive into the water although, it was dirty,
and we got wet clothes.
Leah Purves, 7ESO
Team Building was very interesting and you learnt
to overcome your fears. You worked with your
group to complete activities and it was so fun.
Victoria Mudd 7LSS
Team Building was great, as the instructors were
really good at making the activities really fun.
James Barker-Lopez 7LSS
During the team building weekend we did lots of
activities which involved height and perseverance.
The instructors were really nice and we had fun
playing table tennis.
Oisin O’Shaughnessy 7LSS

The team building
was
a
great
experience.
The
zip wire was great
and I busted some
moves at the disco!
I also had a
competition with
James on the wall
climbing.
My
favourite thing was
canoeing because I
got wet which was
great on such a hot
day.
Jack
BeaumontWright 7NWE

Year 8 news
Black Country Museum
This term, Year 8 students were lucky enough to
visit The Black Country Living Museum in Dudley,
West Midlands. This is an open air living museum
that tells the story of the world's first industrial
landscape. Attractions at the museum include
chain making demonstrations, an underground
mine, a fairground, canal boating and visiting
period shops and houses.
On Wednesday 16th May Year 8 went to the Black
Country Museum. We went on a tour around a coal
mine and learned how to make chains. We went to
a fairground and went on many fun rides. The trip
was extremely fun and Year 8 enjoyed the trip very
much.
Natalie Vartsaba, 8NB
On May 16th, a Wednesday, we were driven up to
the
Black
Country
Museum near
Birmingham. “It
was
very
interesting” said
fellow student
Harrison Neto
“but it was scary

down the mine”. During the trip we went to an old
fashioned funfair and a pharmacy shop where an old
man told some silly puns. We got to see what house
life was like. “It must have been terribly cramped!”
said Charlie Wallis.
To serve justice to
the old man here is
one of his jokes:
What kind of car
do cowboys drive?
A howdi!”
Sam Reed, 8NB

Lulworth Cove
On 4th July, Year 8 went on a trip to Lulworth Cove. We
learnt about the formation of the Cove and about the
different types of coastal erosion.
We also visited Stair Hole and learnt about the formation
of blow holes.
We did field sketches and carried out a survey of the
human impact on Lulworth Cove and the surrounding
area.
We all enjoyed the
trip and loved the
different flavours
of ice cream!
Sophie Shaw and
Olivia Duffin, 8LBE

Year 9 news
Holocaust Talk
On Tuesday 10th July, 180 Year
9 students heard testimony
from Holocaust survivor, Harry
Bibring, as part of a visit
organised by the Holocaust
Educational Trust (HET).
The testimony was followed by
a question and answer session
to enable students to better understand the nature
of the Holocaust and to explore its lessons in more
depth. The visit was part of the Holocaust
Educational Trust’s extensive all year round
Outreach Programme, which is available to schools
across the UK.
Headteacher Ginny Rhodes, said: “The Holocaust
Trust provide vital work. We are so very pleased
to welcome to St. Crispin’s such a speaker and are
delighted that our students in Year 9 had an

opportunity to reflect on Mr Harry Bibring’s
experiences. It means a great deal to be involved
in this work.”
Mrs Anna Greig, Head of Enriched Curriculum

Maths Day
Our budding Year 9 engineers designed and created a
newspaper bridge that needed to hold at least 150g
of weight. One team managed to build a bridge that
held a total weight of 1.3kg! Fantastic work!
Many of our Year 9 students approached the day
with a positive attitude and open mind where
excellent team working skills were prevalent
throughout the day. Well done Year 9!
Miss Emma Taylor, Teacher of Maths

St. Crispin’s have hosted a team of engineers from
Eurovia for another year to show our Year 9 students
what it means to be an engineer and some of the
possible tasks associated with this job role.
The day started with an introduction to engineering
as a career and the different routes into the various
roles such as a civil engineer, structural engineer and
mechanical engineer. All Year 9 students took part in
three sessions over the day focussing on survey work,
bridge building, block paving and an ICT session. The
bridge building activity was exciting to watch when all
bridges were being tested.

Year 10 news
Slapton Sands
The trip to Slapton was a fantastic experience that
allowed us to expand our knowledge and also help
understand things through seeing it visually at the
beach and in the towns. This is therefore going to
allow us to now fully understand all the physical
and human geography we will need for our exams
and is a huge advantage to us.
On the first day, after travelling from Wokingham to
Slapton, we arrived early afternoon to the field
centre. Being a field centre it allowed us to have
more access to certain facilities for our learning
meaning it was more enjoyable for us and an
interesting, interactive way or learning. In addition
that evening we had a meal and then another class
after to introduce us to the days to come.
The next day on the Saturday, we had a busy day
which was very jam packed! We went down to
Slapton Sands (the beach at Slapton) to do some
field work which was to measure the gradient of
the beach with a clinometer and also measure the
sand’s sediment size.
Once we had collected our data we went back to
the field centre to write up our data in the labs and
try and study and understand what our results were
showing. This was extremely important because
after doing the experiment it is good to see your
results and check you understood what is done –
we remember it better too!
On the Sunday we did human geography, therefore,
we walked down to the town of Slapton and did a
survey of counts of cars, humans, how busy it was,
and a description of the area.
We then walked to Torcross, and did the same
survey there and compared the data we had
collected. It showed us that Torcross was a busier

place and there was a lot higher numbers there
mainly due to the size difference of Slapton to
Torcross. After we went back to the lab again to
compare all results and we put all this data into
graphs on Google maps. This was a good visual way
to see our data and understand it properly.
Overall, this trip allowed us to comprehend
everything we have been doing in school and also
expand our knowledge of coasts. Therefore, being
an extremely enjoyable but still educational trip
which will have very positive impacts in the future
for our geography classes/exams.
Milly Henderson, 10ISM

Year 10 news
Reading Careers Fair
On our careers day we
did
three
different
sessions. The first was a
personality test which
told us, for example,
how conscientious or
open to experience we
were. We then related
this to different jobs to
see what we would be
suited to.
Next, we
went through our CVs to
improve
them,
specifically the personal
statement, which was
very useful as it taught
us what was needed to
apply and be accepted
for a job. After returning
from the careers fair at
Reading College we
went
through
the
application forms and
interview process.
Charlotte Addy, 10NLI
I found the careers fair useful because it showed
me job opportunities in the local area for the
industry that I am interested in. I also liked seeing
the variety of job types in the industry. Receiving
feedback on my CV was also very helpful because it
informed me of what I will need to include in the
future.
Dominic Graham, 10MSA
On careers day we had four sessions. The first
session was a personality test. Then we got
feedback on our CVs and how to improve them.
Then we went to a
careers fair. After
we filled in an
application form and
did an interview
then finished with a
quiz.
The most
useful part was the
feedback on the CVs

because we could then
improve them and make
them more likely to get
us a job.
Elizabeth Cottee, 10NLI
On trips day we
reviewed CVs that we
had created prior to the
event and we received
feedback on what we
had written. This was
very useful as we were
told whether we would
be given a job based on
the content of our CV
and what we could do to
improve it. This was
very helpful as it gave us
important insight into
what employers look for
in a CV.
We also
practised filling out an
application form which
was helpful as it gave us
an
idea
of
the
application process for many careers. In the same
session we saw some examples of common
interview questions which was good as it allowed us
to consider how we may answer them in a real job
interview.
Emily Andrews, 10KBN
On our careers focus day, we did a personality test
which helped us match careers to our personalities,
CV writing, job applications and interviews, a careers
quiz and visited a careers fair at Reading college. I
found the personality test the most useful – I now
feel clearer on what careers I’d be best suited to and
made me consider career options I’d never thought
of before.
I also found talking to Thames Water interesting and I
found out about some of the careers that all
companies offer, and that actually there are jobs in
an office that could suit my personality and that I may
enjoy.
Georgina Mann, 10NLI

Year 10 news
Bristol Zoo Animal Care trip

The Animal Care group took a trip to
Bristol Zoo with Dr Rose and Mr
Hatton to look at the behaviour and
welfare of animals. After driving
there, we arrived at Bristol Zoo and
enjoyed a session on animal welfare,
the 5 freedoms and how zoos use
these to look after animals. The
students got to handle some giant cockroaches and
rats and no one screamed!

Upcycled clocks project
I really enjoyed our upcycled clock project, it was
fun assembling the upcycled components to
produce a unique end product.
I had the opportunity to disassemble a carriage
clock and learn how the mechanism works.
I then used some of these parts such as the clock
face to make a halo for my robot.
Steven Richardson, 10MSA

Following lunch, we performed
some behaviour studies on seals,
lemurs and various reptiles
before looking at the enclosure
design for some of the animals
around the zoo.
To end the day we got to speak to
one of the keepers at the zoo
about careers and got lots of
excellent tips about how to get to
work with animals. Again the
students got to handle some
animals, this time including a snake and some giant
tiger snails.
Unfortunately we didn’t get to bring any of the
animals home, but everyone had an amazing day
and got something to take forward into the next
few years.
Mr Sean Hatton, Teacher of Science

Year 11 Prom
Our Year 11 Prom this year took place on 5th July at
Trunkwell Manor Hotel. I think that all who were
there would agree that it was a wonderful evening;
the venue was perfect for a summer evening with
outdoor and indoor spaces, the food was good, the
(soft) drinks plentiful. The stars of the evening were
the students who, without exception, looked
amazing. Beautiful, colourful dresses on the girls,
smart suits on the boys – including a few
‘Southgate’ waistcoats! They arrived in limos,
sports cars, vintage buses and even a VW camper
van. Along with some light-hearted certificates that
were voted for on Leavers’ Day, Daniel Jenkin and
Yeukai Gore were voted Prom King and Queen on
the night, both clearly popular choices with the year
group.
I would like to express my thanks to Mrs Pedder
and the Prom Committee for their hard work in
making this such a successful evening, along with
the school staff that helped set up the decorations
and those that came to share the evening.
This was my last Prom as Head of Year and it was a
lovely way to end my time with the year group. We
have made some lasting memories over the years
and I wish every one of them the very best for their
future plans.
Mrs Bunting-Palmer, Head of Year 11
Special thanks to The Moment Images,
Photography by Sally Hitt
www.themomentimages.com
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Year 11 news
Year 11 Leavers’ Day
It was Year 11 Leavers’ Day on Thursday 10th
May; the students arrived in fancy dress and,
along with their tutors, spent registration
admiring costumes, the ingenuity and obvious
thought that had gone into them. At break, the
younger students also had the opportunity to
look and admire, perhaps thinking of when they
would have their turn.
After break, the year group gathered in the hall
where they were ‘treated’ to a slideshow of as
many embarrassing trips day photographs as I
could find, along with soft drinks, cookies and
pastries. The fancy dress prizes were awarded
before Ms Rhodes and I then wished them a fond
farewell and good luck with their exams.
This has been my last term as Head of Year and I
will be left with many memories of this year
group; they have been a delight to work with. I
wish every one of them all the best for the
future.
Mrs Bunting-Palmer, Head of Year 11
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Year 11 news
Year 11 Leavers’ Day
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The Head Team Times
Headboy
Being a part of the Headteam has far exceeded
my expectations. It started with plucking up
the courage to apply coupled with a nervy
speech but now I am settled I feel I have grown
into the role. I have led the Whole School
Committee in our litter and graffiti project and
we have presented our ideas to the borough
council.
As a team, we have helped to amend the
timings of the school day as well as influencing
the Sixth Form uniform. I am looking forward
to taking the Whole School Committee forward
next year in making an advert to discourage
the rise of litter and graffiti and welcoming the
new Year 12 in what promises to be another
busy and fun-filled year starting September.

Headgirl
Being part of the Head Team has been an
amazing opportunity.
Not only have I developed a number of skills
such as teamwork and leadership, but I’ve also
been given so many opportunities already for
things such as public speaking and coordinating
groups of people within the student council.
I’m really enjoying my role so far and have
been taken aback by how much we have felt
listened to and how quickly changes have been
brought about based on our feedback.
I feel honored to be part of the team and look
forward to new possibilities that arise as a
result of it.

Deputy Headgirl
I am thoroughly enjoying my role as Deputy Head

Girl; being part of the Head Team has provided
me with lots of new and exciting opportunities
such as helping with the new Sixth Form
Induction Days.
Since being on the Head Team, I have met many
more students and worked with different
members of staff and this has helped to further
develop my confidence and leadership skills.
I have really enjoyed working closely with the
Welfare Committee on a project involving ‘Smart’
which is a Young Persons’ Substance Misuse
Service.
I’m looking forward to developing this project
further and making a positive contribution to the
school community.

Deputy Headboy
Being a member of the team has allowed me to
take far more opportunities than I would have
otherwise grasped.
It has allowed me to work with many different
age groups to achieve a variety of different goals.
I’ve developed a multitude of varied skill sets and
can now say I’m a far more complete student.
It has been a great experience and I look forward
to all the opportunities that it will continue to
bring and all the exciting challenges that we will
face as a team in the future.

Sixth Form news
Sixth Form Induction Days
Across the two induction days, I got a very good
idea of what studying at St. Crispin's Sixth Form
would entail. I attended three taster lessons for the
options and chose Economics, Maths and
Chemistry. They in particular made me feel that St
Crispin's was the best suited sixth form for me.
Talks from the Head and Deputy Head of Sixth
Form, Mrs Collett and Mr Yeatman gave limitless
informative information in presentations and the
Head Team were present during the two days and
attended a question and answer session which,
again, was very helpful.
I got to know people who came from schools other
than St. Crispin's during free time at lunch and
thanks to team building activities set up by the Sixth
Form Team, which I particularly enjoyed.
The new Sixth Form centre looks great and will be
an excellent location for me to work in at an
important time in my life; taking my A-Levels. It was

clear that there was hard work put in to making the
induction days a success and that is exactly what
they were.
I am looking forward to a new stage of my education,
in a new environment and facing a new challenge.
Sixth Form Inductee

Royal Holloway Psychology Taster Day
During April, a selection of Year 12 Psychology students
were given the opportunity to attend a Psychology taster
day at Royal Holloway, University of London.
Here students learnt about what it is like to study
Psychology at University level. Students heard keynote
lectures on the psychology of love and on the
neuroscience of rewards.
They also had the chance to take part in real psychological
research and had a tour of some of the Universities brain
imaging equipment.
A brilliant sunny day was had by all, where students learnt
a little more about
studying psychology at
degree level, university life
and even got to participate
in
real
psychological
research!
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Sixth Form news
Year 13 Leavers’ Day

On Thursday 24th May, the Sixth Form Centre was
reserved for celebrating a momentous occasion in
the lives of our Sixth Formers: Year 13 Leavers’ Day!
As per the long-standing tradition, the students
arrived in a whole array of creative and in some
cases hilarious costumes.
Following time to appreciate everyone’s costumes
and take photographs, Ms Rhodes delivered a
farewell speech to Year 13 reminding them of the
exciting adventures that lie ahead. The Sixth Form
Leadership Team then announced the news which
everyone had been waiting for: the fancy dress
competition results! First prize was awarded to the
lederhosen team who were led by the wonderful
Kalinka Mee. Dazzling as iridescent mermaids,
Charlotte Hickman and Becky Smith were
thoroughly deserving of second place and third
place was awarded to the brilliant inventiveness of
Skye Stranks and Finn Mehring as artist Bob Ross
and his masterpiece. Once the Sixth Form
Leadership Team had thanked the Head Team and
Social Committee for their commitment to the
school and also shared their own life lessons (you
will have to wait until your own Year 13 Leavers’
Day to find out more about these!), we passed over
@Crispins6thForm
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to the Head Team whose
‘I’m
a
Celebrity, Get me Out
of Here!’ contestant
costumes cannot go
without a special
mention – to hand out
prizes for the student
awards.
Students
were delighted to see
peers such as Amy Shute winning the ‘best role
model’ award and Jack Gulliford winning the
‘unsung hero of the year’ award.
After some more photos, the party headed over to
the Sports Hall where they were treated to a
delicious BBQ brunch from Banny before ending the
day with a celebration cake (adorned with their
year group photograph of course) and a Shloer
toast to bright futures!
A special thanks must go to the Year 13 tutors (Mrs
Bauwens, Mr Hewlett, Mr Patterson and Mrs West),
our Year 12 students, site staff Banny and Billy, Mr
Nelson and the PE department all of whom the day
would not have been possible without. And of
course, Mrs Spooner must be recognised for the
amount of hard work she put into ensuring our
students had the best day.
It was an absolute joy to share this special moment
with our fantastic Year 13 and to reward them for all
of their hard work during
their time in the Sixth
Form.
Days such as these
remind us of the
importance
of
community and what a
truly special school we
are part of. We cannot
wait to hear back from
Year 13 in the future and
learn about all of their
achievements
postCrispin’s!
Mrs Carly Collett
Head of Sixth Form
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Sixth Form news
Year 13 Leavers’ Day

Sixth Form news
Year 13 Leavers’ Day

Accountancy Evening

Following the advice of the Sixth Form Team, I went
to an accounting apprenticeship evening in Reading
which was being run by the company ‘First
Intuition’.
There were three people running the event who
were all accountants. They each told us the path
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they took to becoming an accountant. Surprisingly,
one of the three had a degree in science and ended
up becoming an accountant!
After that, there was an hour-long presentation split
into thirty minutes about the different accounting
roles and how to get the qualifications for them.
The second half an hour focused on the relevant
skills needed to be a successful accountant. Two
people then gave a quick speech about their journey
into accountancy, one of which who did an
apprenticeship and the other who went to
university and now runs his own apprenticeship
business.
Finally, there was time to ask any questions to
either the two students or the people who were
running the event.
I found the event really useful and it certainly
answered many questions I had.
Arjun Khull, 12KM
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Sixth Form news
Kenya Wilderness trip
A group of 29 students from Year 11 and 12 will be
jetting off to Kenya this month for 3 weeks of
adventure.
The 2018 Wilderness Expertise
expedition chose to visit Kenya as St. Crispin’s have
been sponsoring a student from Emanuel Lights
Academy. This summer the team will get a chance
to go and teach at the school as well as get involved
with working on the farm, maintaining the buildings
and helping with some conservation work.
The team have been preparing for their trip; in fact,
they actually planned where they will visit and what
they will do back in October 2017. Everyone was
keen to try and summit Mount Kenya so that is
what we will be attempting to do, at 5,199 m it will
be no mean feat! The teams also wanted to see the
big 5 so safari will be a key part of the expedition.
Everyone has put in a lot of effort in the build-up to
the expedition, including a training weekend in

Wales, planning and preparation, and fundraising.
Some students have managed to raise the total cost
of the trip all by themselves! We hope that all their
hard work pays off with a fantastic memorable
experience.
Mr Keith Morrison, Teacher of Geography and
Religious Studies

UCAS Focus Day

Year 12 were given the opportunity to listen to two
guest speakers from Reading University on 4th July
on our focus day. We were visited by Matt, who
was a Physical Geography student and Reena, who
was a recruitment officer.
In the morning, Matt spoke about student life,
societies and new opportunities that we may be
given at University such as a year abroad. Reena
gave us advice about student finance, budgeting as
well as giving us an insight into the UCAS
admissions process. Reena made the process much
clearer and answered questions such as how many
courses we can apply for, as well as how we
@Crispins6thForm
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construct our applications. We
were given beneficial resources
on the type of things we should
include and avoid in our
personal statements, which
was aided by example personal
statements.
I found Matt and Reena’s
presentation very helpful and
they significantly contributed to my decision on
whether or not to go to university. I think the
session on personal statements was the most useful
to help us get started on writing our first personal
statement draft.
Alexandra Allison, 12LD/PRA
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Sixth Form news
Apprenticeship Focus Day
On 4th July 2018, myself and other Year 12
students gathered in our schools lecture theatre
for a day of information and learning about a
future career in an apprenticeship. We were given
the option to choose between this focus, a
university focus or a mixture of both. I chose the
apprenticeship focus for the entire day.
We started off in the morning with a presentation
from staff members of Bracknell and Wokingham
College who spoke to us about apprenticeships in
general, what they involve and what companies
may look for in an apprenticeship. The
presentation was very informative yet not
intimidating allowing everyone to get a reasonable
understanding of what an apprenticeship really is. I
learnt that there are many different levels of
apprenticeships that last different periods of time
and are equivalent to different levels. For example,
a 12-18 month intermediate apprenticeship is
equivalent to 5 GCSE’S all the way to a 1-6 year
degree apprenticeship equivalent to a full
university honors degree.
As well as learning the ranks, we were also taught
what the best tips are for interviews, CVs and
signed up to the Gov.UK website to look at the

current apprenticeships available in the area and
how much they paid their apprentices.
After a lunch break, we then had another
presentation from AIM Apprenticeships where a
speaker went through in more depth what is
needed in a CV (such as making sure we add our
postcode), the best tips for personal statements
and then what to do and not to do when writing
@Crispins6thForm
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your CV. After the quick presentation, we spent the
rest of the day creating and writing our own CVs
using either a website provided by AIM themselves
or our own CV we may have started beforehand.
I came out of the apprenticeship day with various
letters and booklets both from the school and the
guest speakers giving me information, tips and
even an A-Z of apprenticeships that I could go into
in the future.
If I were to sum up an apprenticeship for other
students, I would say that apprenticeships require
lots of commitment so that you can earn money
while learning and furthering your education.
There are so many different options that you can
go into and you shouldn't limit your options just
because a company is specialist in a certain topic.
This is because a company such as Honda does not
automatically want an apprentice mechanic for
their cars just because of their company. Instead,
they could be looking for an apprentice for digital
media advertisement or even someone to help in
management and accounting. This shows that you
should always keep your options open and
available, no matter what you first assume.
Overall, the day was very useful to gain information
from and many students were able to gain an even
further insight into their future career. This is all
thanks to the speakers that gave up their time to
speak to us and teach us that, with a bit of hard
work, a successful future is within our reach. We just
have to take the opportunities that come our way.
Mia Khan 12KPR
www.crispins.co.uk
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Sixth Form news
Student profiles - Mixed Curriculum
Subjects:
A Level Media Studies, Sport BTEC and Engineering
BTEC.
What I most enjoy about A Level:
I mostly enjoy the large amount of discussion that
takes place during my A Level class. It allows me to
develop my ideas further whilst also learning from
the other students in my class.
What I most enjoy about BTEC:
I prefer not to have exams and so like this part of
my courses. I also find it useful that we complete
the coursework over a longer period of time. This
means I can make sure I complete each part to the
best of my ability and that I can work with my
teachers to cover everything.

Subjects:
BTEC Health and
Social Care, A
Level History, A
Level Drama
What I most
enjoy about A
Level:
The skills I use in
these lessons all
build on the skills I
have used since
lower
school.
However, I have
been able to
hugely advance
my
knowledge
especially
in
History where you
are really able to do your own research and learn
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How blending
both
has
benefited me:
Blending A Level
and
BTEC
courses
has
helped
me
manage
my
time. It also
helped me to
quickly
work
out
my
strengths and
weaknesses so
that I could
work out how I could improve.
I enjoy all of my lessons and am improving in all of
them.
things for yourself. It makes me understand the
subject much more and at a higher level.
What I most enjoy about BTEC:
I study a large range of topics which I can link to so
many different parts of real life.
This makes the subject more interesting and easier
to understand. One of the amazing opportunities
that the BTEC offers is real working experience in a
health and social care environment which will help
me so much when making applications in the
future.
How blending both has benefited me: I am able to
put my knowledge of both A Level and BTEC skills
together and blend them both when it comes to
coursework and written exams.
The range of subjects really allows me to develop
new skills and refine old ones.
I also have no limits to what I can do in each lesson.
There is a large range of transferable skills that I am
able to use in all of my subjects as well as outside of
school.
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Sixth Form news
Student profiles - Mixed Curriculum
Subjects:
A Level Biology, A Level Sociology,
BTEC Health and Social Care.
What I most enjoy about A Level:
In my A Level lessons, I enjoy the
amount of debate we have during
lesson time.
It means we get to listen to other
peoples views and opinions and
learn from them as well as the
teacher.
As well as this, especially in
Sociology, there is a lot of
discussion around stories we might
have to tell that relate to the
subject. I find that this helps a lot
with revision because it makes the
content easier to remember.

Subjects:
A Level Maths, BTEC Engineering,
BTEC Applied Science.
What I most enjoy about A Level:
I find it interesting how in depth
and in detail we go into the subject
in my Maths lessons.
I am finding that all the questions I
ever had at GCSE are being
answered at A Level and I am
learning so much more than I
realised there was to learn.

What I most enjoy about BTEC:
The mix of coursework and exams
works well for me because I like the
interactive
element
of
the
coursework.
Learning by doing things makes the
course come alive to me and I
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What I most enjoy about BTEC:
I like the mix of coursework and
exams which means I work on the
coursework across the whole two
years. Having plenty of time to
complete it allows me to balance
my revision for the exams so that
I don’t become stressed.
How blending both has benefited
me:
By blending both BTEC and A Levels
it has benefited me by allowing me
to show my knowledge in different
ways which are not all exam based.
As I am interested in midwifery and
paramedical science, my BTEC
course is especially useful and the
work experience it gives me means
I can practise the relevant skills.
enjoy the opportunities
complete practical work.

to

How
blending
both
has
benefited me:
Completing a mix means I do not
worry so much about having to
only do exams in each subject.
I learn well practically so if I was
only assessed on exams, I would
not be able to show off all my
strengths.
It also means I am more
productive as I plan my
coursework
assignments
alongside my revision which also
helps me to understand topics
more clearly when revising.
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Dates for the diary
A-Level Results Day

GCSE Results Day

Thursday 16th August

Thursday 23rd August

Results will be available to
collect from 8am

Results will be available to
collect between 9 - 11am

Dates for the diary
Monday 3rd & Tuesday 4th September - Inset days
Wednesday 5th September - First day of Autumn
term
Thursday 6th September - Year 7 photographs
Friday 7th September - Year 10 photographs
Thursday 20th September - Year 7 Tutors’ Evening

Thursday 20th September - Sixth Form Information
Evening
Monday 24th September - Open Evening
Friday 28th September - Year 7 Focus Day
Monday 1st October - Year 12 CTEC Business trip

Tuesday 2nd October - Year 11 Art and Design trip
Tuesday 2nd October - Year 11 Business Studies
VCERT exam
Monday 8th October - Year 13 Biology trip
Wednesday 10th October - Sunday 13th October Year 11 History trip to Berlin
Thursday 11th October - Trips day
Tuesday 16th October - Friday 19th October - Year 7
Teambuilding at Oakwood

Saturday 20th October - Sunday 21st October Wilderness Expedition training
Thursday 1st November - Years 11 - 13 Biology
Operating Theatre Live
Tuesday 6th November - Years 12 & 13 Maths
Challenge
Wednesday 7th November - Year 10 Animal Care
trip to Island Donkey Sanctuary
Wednesday 7th November - Year 12 Safe Drive trip
Monday 19th November - Year 10 Parents’ Evening
Thursday 22nd November & Friday 23rd November
- Year 7 Drug Awareness Day
Tuesday 27th November - Year 7 Learning Disability
Day
Tuesday 4th December - Year 12 Study Skills Talk
Thursday 6th December - Senior Citizens Christmas
Party
Wednesday 12th December - National Christmas
Jumper Day and Christmas Lunch
Wednesday 12th December - PTA meeting
Wednesday 19th December - Last day of term

Thursday 18th October - Year 11 Parents’ Evening
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Work Related Learning
Aileen Sinclair - Careers Advisor

My name is Aileen Sinclair
I am St. Crispin’s School Careers
Adviser and I come into your school
every week
Please come and see me for
information, advice and guidance on:







Careers Notice Board

For live opportunities and
careers advice check out
the display board outside
the careers office or visit
the careers section in the
school library.

Careers
Job hunting and
CVs
Apprenticeships
University
Choosing options
Next steps

Ask your Tutor, Head of Year or Mrs
Hollands for an appointment. I am in
the careers room in the black corridor,
opposite the Art & Photography rooms.
Adviza Wokingham
Wokingham Library
Denmark Street
Tel: 0118 9647400
Mob: 07747476781
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Sports news
Sports update
leading the netball teams to victory. We welcome
Miss Norris who has a keen interest in hockey and
football.
Have a lovely relaxing summer break and be ready
for a sports filled new academic year.
Mrs Pedder, Mrs Walters, and Miss Rouse

Year 9 Rounders' team

It has been another fantastic year for girls’ PE. We
have seen many students selected to represent
their county and even country in a wide variety of
sports which is always an honour to see and hear
about.
Again, in school fixtures we are a proving to be a
force to reckon with in netball, football and
rounders. The U14 girls’ football team made it
through to the last eight in the country of the
National Cup.
The Year 7,8,10 and 11 netball teams all won their
leagues in the Wokingham Schools Tournaments
and the Year 9s came a close 2nd in their League.
In rounders the Year 8,9,10 teams all came 2nd in
their tournaments losing by ½ a rounder in all year
groups, and although we came out 2nd place, it
showed the quality and determination of play
shown by the girls. Our basketball and athletic
teams are developing with the support of our
external coaches Coach Devereux (Basketball) and
Mrs Aaron, athletics and they have secured us some
fantastic results in recent competitions.
We are looking forward to Sports Week at the end
of term and then the summer break before starting
the new season.
We are sadly saying goodbye to Miss Rouse who
has been an amazing member of the team for the
past four years, introducing the girls to
‘denchball’, showing her skills in table tennis and
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Sports news
Well done to two of our Year 7 students, right, who took part in
the Rushmoor Netball Tournament earlier on this term with their
team Eagles Netball . They played 9 matches against south region
teams and won every one. Huge congratulations.

Half a century
Well done to our Year 9 student,
right, who hit her first half
century in July in her Berkshire
U15 girls game against
Bedfordshire.
She scored 57 in a partnership of
a 116 and Berkshire won by 199
runs! Photo courtesy of coach
N Wallace.

Rounders fever
Left: Year 8 Rounders team that
won all the matches in their pool
but narrowly lost to the Holt in
the final by half a rounder

Cheerleading success
Congratulations to our Year 9
student and her team at Kick Twist
Cheerleading. They recently took
part
in
the
International
Cheerleading Championships in
Bournemouth where they won
their category and were crowned
2018 International Champions!
This is the highest title that they
can achieve within the UK. Huge
congratulations.
@crispinsschool
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Basketball news
IZB Basketball
IZB was a very good way to mix wheelchair
basketball and running basketball together. It was
fun to be at the competition with other
wheelchair basketball players and see how they
play the game. Our team had many different
people in it. We had 2 Year 8s, one Year 9 and
four Year 10s, mixed girls and boys. I think it was
good that we had different people in the team
because we could all show off our different skills.
Last year we entered a team in the IZB
tournament and finished second in the regionals. This year we won the
regional finals and then went on to national finals at Worcester
University where we came fourth.
If you want to learn more about IZB please visit this website:
http://www.gbwba.org.uk/gbwba/index.cfm/get-involved/inclusivezone-basketball/ Charlotte Devereux, 8NF
Playing Unified Basketball was a great
experience! We got to train and play with
some students from Kennel Lane School in
Bracknell. We competed together as a team at
the Berkshire Schools Games at Bisham Abbey
and won the competition, coming home with
a gold medal! It was a lot of fun to be able to
play basketball all day and meet new people.
The students from Kennel Lane also enjoyed
the day being able to play with students from
St. Crispin’s. I hope to be part of the team
again in the future because the day was such
an amazing experience.
If you would like to learn more about Unified
Basketball please visit this website:
https://www.basketballengland.co.uk/
disability/play-unified/
Basketball is a fantastic sport. It enables
people to play together regardless of their
size, gender or ability. St Crispin’s is one of the
only schools in Wokingham to be inclusive
with its teams and I’m glad I’m part of it. I
hope that our school can carry on entering
teams into these tournaments and supporting
other students with disabilities.
Charlotte Devereux, 8NF
@crispinsschool
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PTA news
Fundraising

500 Club

2017/2018 has been a
very
busy
and
successful year for St.
Crispin’s PTA. This
year we are donating
£6,500 to renew the
basketball
hoops
along with fencing to
provide
a
new
outdoor space for
students during break
and lunchtimes.
We have also been
able to donate £7,000 towards the refurbishment
of the IT block.

The 500 Club is the St.
Crispin’s
School
PTA
lottery.
Anyone can play and it
costs just £2 a month.
Every month there are
two prizes
and in
November last year one
lucky member won our
star prize of £500!! Details
of how to enter can be
found on the PTA section
of
the
school
website
http://
www.crispins.co.uk/pta/500-club-application-form/

This money has been raised through numerous
activities and events such as the Quiz Night, second
-hand uniform sales, refreshment stands at schoolrun events, the 500 club, the sale of reduced price
Reading FC tickets and the voluntary donation
scheme. The Quiz Night earlier on this year was as
well attended as ever and raised nearly £2,500!
Please read further to save the date for the next
Quiz Night.

Dates for the diary

Prom Fayre
In January the PTA
also held its first
ever
Prom
Fair. Lots of Year
11 students and
their parents, from
St. Crispin’s and
also neighbouring schools, came along. There were
a large selection of new and preloved prom dresses
to look at, try and buy.
A number of other local businesses including
hairdressers and beauticians and others offering
and demonstrating their products and services
were there.
We are looking forward to running the event again
next Spring.

AGM is Tuesday 18th September 2018 at
6:30pm. All are welcome so please join us if you
feel able to spare the time and get involved in
organising these and other much needed,
fundraising activities!
Quiz Night is Friday 1st February 2019
Prom Fayre – Spring 2019 – date to be confirmed.
Thank you to everyone for their
continued support and to
everyone that has helped out at
events throughout the year.

In Bloom
As part of the Wokingham ‘In Bloom’ competition, St. Crispin’s have
their own team of green fingers who give up their spare time in the
mornings to help Banny, Site Manager, with the gardening.
This group of Year 7s have helped him plant and water foliage during
the summer heat.
At the end of June they met with Town Mayor Cllr Julian McGheeSumner and Mayoress Judith McGhee-Sumner while they were touring
the schools as judges of the School Gardening Competition.
St. Crispin’s were delighted to receive Silver overall.

School Days Pink Bin

Term Dates 2018/2019
Autumn Term
Inset days: Monday 3rd & Tuesday 4th September
Wednesday 5th September—Wednesday 19th
December

Half Term
Monday 22nd October—Friday 26th October

Inset days: Monday 25th February
You will now find a School Days pink recycling bin in
our reception area. School Days collect donated
school uniform to help local families in need.
They accept new and good quality pre-loved Primary
and Secondary school uniform, including shoes.
Uniform with logos only accepted from St. Cripsin’s,
Emmbrook, The Holt and Forest.

Tuesday 3rd January—Friday 5th April
Half Term

Monday 18th—Friday 22nd February

Here at St. Crispin’s we are fortunate to have so many talented pupils. Whatever your talent or
achievements may be, please keep us updated so we can share and celebrate your successes with the rest
of the school community. Email Mrs Tromans with your news — tromansh@crispins.co.uk

H Tromans Summer 2018

Spring Term

